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Abstract 
In the roof contracting industry, safety violations continuously lead to fall injuries and fatalities. Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (OSHA) suggests standard protective measures, but they are often not followed due to factors such as tight budget 
and lack of training. To alleviate this situation, we propose to develop a system that can automatically check the compliance of 
fall protection standards through machine vision and learning techniques to exploit day-to-day site images collected by the 
surveillance videos and site engineers. As an initial effort, this paper focuses on evaluation of an unsupervised feature learning 
and image classification method i.e., Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) to detect objects of interest (roofs, roofers, 
guardrails, and personal fall arrest systems) in a large number of unordered and cluttered construction site images. To isolate 
different objects, we initially segment each image using Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) and pass the resulting segments as 
input into CNN. This enhances the feature distinction between different objects and augments the inter-class variability. Then, we 
extract large feature sets in a hierarchical manner and classify images based on the acquired object features. Experiments results 
signify the promising performance of the CNN method in terms of accuracy. This research demonstrates potential of this method 
and paves the way towards applying it in the next research development required to achieve our ultimate goal. 
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1. Introduction 
In the construction industry, roofers suffer from a high incidence rate of fatal injuries [16,8,6]. According to 
[12,26], one third of all fall related fatal injury cases in construction are reported from roofing related activities. 
According to the report by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics [7], forty percent of accidents in construction site are 
related to falls, slips and trips. Thanks to challenges such as tight budget [21], low education [24], and lack of 
training [23], the contractors and roofers continuously violate the standards of fall protection released by the U.S. 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). To implement the compliance of the fall protection 
standards, OSHA generally dispatches professional compliance officers to perform inspections [25]. This is a 
significant step in incident prevention but the construction industry is lager in terms of the number of jobsites [17], 
limiting the manpower of compliance officers needed for such purpose. This makes the manual compliance checking 
process slow, expensive, and therefore the effects sometimes are limited.  
On the construction sites, surveillance videos and logs of work in photos are widely used for tasks such as 
keeping record of working progress and inspecting performance of ongoing work. The prevalence of using and 
documenting such data provides an opportunity to perform the safety inspection process in an automatic and cost-
effective manner. Therefore, we propose to develop a system that can automatically check the compliance of fall 
protection standards through machine vision and learning techniques. Such a system holds the promise to serve as 
supplementary means by which the site safety performance with respect to fall can be measured and relevant 
violations can be caught. In this paper, we primarily focus on recognizing various objects of interest in a roofing 
construction site – the workplace where roofers perform their jobs in site photos with the aid of object detection, 
which is a key component in developing the said system.  
Specifically, we aim at detecting four different objects of interest: roofs, roofers, guardrails, and safety gear – 
personal fall arrest systems (PFAS) using a deep learning technique of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). By 
using CNN, we can automatically learn the features and then use them to classify an object class in a given image. 
To this end, we initially train the CNN by using images that are segregated into four categories based on the object 
they contain. We ensure that these images contain just a single object class by extracting only that part of a cluttered 
image which contains the object of interest. We use a bounding box to isolate the object from the cluttered image. 
Once these isolated object images are available for training, CNN learns all the necessary features for a single object 
class. As a part of testing, since the images are cluttered, we segment them by using GMM-based segmentation. This 
segmentation logically divides a given image into various segments and they are sent to the trained CNN for testing. 
CNN tests individual segment to each of the four objects of interest and results in the output. 
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we present the related work in object detection, 
especially using CNN as an object classifier. Then we introduce the CNN workflow, which is followed by detailed 
description of experimental design, results and analysis. Last, we conclude and discuss future work to our method.   
2. Research background 
2.1 Deep learning 
Deep learning is a new area of machine learning research, which has been introduced with the objective of 
moving machine learning closer to one of its original goals: artificial intelligence. Deep learning methods aim at 
learning feature hierarchies with features from higher levels of the hierarchy formed by the composition of lower 
level features [4]. Automatically learning features at multiple levels of abstraction allows a system to learn complex 
functions mapping the input to the output directly from data, without depending completely on human-crafted 
features [9]. This is especially important for higher-level abstractions; which humans often do not know how to 
specify explicitly in terms of raw sensory input. The ability to automatically learn powerful features will become 
increasingly important as the amount of data and range of applications to machine learning methods continues to 
grow [3]. 
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2.2 Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) 
Neuromorphic computational model inspired from mammals’ brain is the base for developing Neural Network. 
This kind of models have been widely used in various techniques and applications of image processing. Neural 
Network is a simple network with single input, hidden and output layers. But these networks have to be well defined 
with features. These are handmade features and are not reliable to be accurate. To solve this issue, researchers tried 
to increase the depth of a neural network and learn features automatically [28]. This formed the basis for CNN 
development. CNN allows automatic feature extraction within its layers; it keeps as input the raw information 
without specific normalization, except for scaling and centering the input vector [20]. Even though CNN can be used 
for feature generation, topology of the network still plays a major role in improving the accuracy of any 
classification / recognition problem. According to [20], a typical CNN has four layers: 
 
1. Convolutional layer: 
x This is the first layer applied directly onto the image.  
x Each convolutional layer contains many kernels and each kernel is replicated over the entire image 
with the same parameters.  
x The parameters of each convolution kernel are trained by the backpropagation algorithm.  
x The function of the convolution operators is to extract different features of the input.  
x The first convolution layers obtain the low-level features, like edges, lines and corners.  
x The more layers the network has, the higher-level features are obtained. 
2. ReLU layer: 
x ReLU stands for Rectified Linear Units.  
x This layer is applied to downsize the parameters created by convolutional layer. 
x It uses activation functions such as max and average to increases the nonlinear properties of the 
decision function without affecting the receptive fields of the convolution layer.  
x Other functions can also be used to increase nonlinearity.  
3. Pooling layer: 
x Pooling layers compute the max or average value of a particular feature over a region of the image 
in order to reduce variance.  
x This will safeguard that the same result will be obtained, even when image features have minor 
conversion which is a significant step for object classification and recognition. 
4. Fully Connected layer: 
x Neurons in a fully connected layer have full connections to all activations in the previous layer, as 
in regular Neural Networks. 
x Their activations can hence be computed with a matrix multiplication followed by a bias offset. 
 
These layers can be repeated to increase the depth of the network and learn more features. 
2.3 Convolutional Neural Network as an object classifier 
Object detection is one of the long-standing and important problems in computer vision and other domains. The 
state-of-the-art deep learning models have demonstrated good performance over conventional object classifiers. 
Among these models, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) generally involves unsupervised learning processes, 
whereby features of objects are learned spontaneously from input. Its performance has proven high in a recent study 
based on ImageNet [2], in which an error rate of 15.8% and 70% relative improvement were achieved over other 
research works done in the past. CNN has been used for several applications such as facial recognition [15,19] and 
handwritten digit recognition [11,22]. Comparison of different learning algorithms also have been made in various 
studies like handwritten digit recognition [5], facial recognition [10,19], and speech recognition [1]. All these 
suggested using CNN for better performance in terms of accuracy. This motivated us to apply CNN for the object 
recognition problem in the construction area. 
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3. Experiment design, implementation, and results 
Our objective in this paper is to evaluate the performance of CNN to detect objects of interest in roofing 
construction sites. Such detection of objects in the construction site is a key step to the development of fall safety 
performance measurement. Our workflow consists of two steps. First step is to segregate the given images into 
various groups based on the objects of interest. Using these images, we then train the system using CNN with 
various objects of interests. Second step is testing in which we segment the testing images using the Gaussian 
Mixture Model (GMM), and then test each segments to see if it belongs to any of our specified objects of interest. 
This workflow is illustrated in Fig. 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                   
Fig. 1. workflow for object detection 
 
The following subsections describe the workflow in detail. Our goal here is to analyze various CNN topologies 
and verify which one is best suitable for an individual object class. All experiments are conducted under the 
environment of Windows 8 operating system plus Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU with 8 GB of RAM. MATLAB is used 
for implementing all the algorithms and for testing them. We have used two toolboxes for the implementation of 
CNN [18,27]. Both the toolboxes are used to combine various layers and tailor made to our needs. As a performance 
metric, we use accuracy. Accuracy for an individual object can be calculated as: 
i
i
i OTotal
OTPOAccuracy
_
_
_        (1) 
Where TP_Oi represents True Positives for object Oi which is the number of images that are correctly identified 
as containing object Oi. Total_Oi represents the total number of images containing object Oi. 
In this study, we have collected 1200 images each containing one of the objects of interest. To further expand, we 
have 300 images for each object of interest. These images are taken originally from cluttered real construction site 
images by using bounding box techniques. So all the images that are used for training contains a single object of 
interest and are not overlapped with any other objects. We have chosen the real construction site images for testing. 
There are about 70 images containing 120 objects of interest with 30 objects belonging to each category. All the 
images are collected from the work log photos that are taken to keep record of ongoing work. All the images are of 
high quality such that there is no loss of information at the pixel level. 
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3.1 Training 
Any classification algorithm starts with the training phase on a set of given images. These images are chosen in a 
way to include all the objects of interest: roof, roofer, guardrail, and personal fall arrest system. This training phase 
can be sub-divided into two phases: segregation and feature set generation.  
3.1.1 Segregation 
All the images are collected from construction sites and contain various objects. Learning features for objects in 
such cluttered images is challenging due to the limitation of CNN. CNN learns best features when the images sent 
for training have single object with less noise. CNN tries to learn the features together in a multi object image and 
hence learnt features cannot best describe any single object. Therefore, we have manually chosen images so that 
each image contains single object and labelled them. Bounding box technique is used to check each image and select 
the object(s) of interest in that image. Bounding box is the minimum enclosing box for any given object within 
which the entire object of interest is enclosed and including minimum noise. All the images considered for training 
are of size 500×500 pixels. 
3.1.2 Feature generation 
Feature set is developed based on CNN implementation. Depth of CNN varies the features developed and hence 
may affect the performance. Table 1 provides various topologies of CNN to be used and will verify in later steps 
which topology gives better performance. We have considered various topologies with each topology missing one of 
the layers. In the second topology, we removed one of the fully connected layers. Similarly, in the third topology we 
have removed a convolutional layer. In fourth topology, we removed a conv+pool layer. These are selected in order 
to understand the importance of each layer in developing correct features for each object of interest. By this way, we 
can observe which topology is best suited for detecting each object of interest. 
             Table 1. Various topologies of CNN used in the experiment 
Topology # of Layers Topology 
T1 7 layers input – conv+pool – conv+pool – conv – conv – conv+pool – full – full – output 
T2 6 layers input – conv+pool – conv+pool – conv – conv – conv+pool – full – output 
T3 5 layers input – conv+pool – conv+pool – conv – conv+pool – full – output 
T4 4 layers input – conv+pool – conv – conv+pool – full – output 
      Note: conv+pool denotes convoluational+pooling layer. 
3.2 Testing 
In order to test any given construction site image, we will need to identify different objects present in the image. 
So, we use GMM based segmentation to initially identify various objects and then pass these objects to the trained 
CNN model to verify whether provided object is object of interest or not. 
3.2.1 Segmentation 
Segmentation is a process of grouping together pixels that have similar attributes [13]. This process is regarded as 
a pre-step for testing and helps to separate objects in the form of a segment rather than entire image where 
distinction between objects becomes challenging. We use the GMM based model to address this step. This method 
takes intensities of pixels into consideration and hence is robust to noise [14]. GMM models an input image matrix 
into different segments based on the idea of complete data log-likelihood. For every pixel, Gaussian density function 
of its intensity is multiplied with the probability that it belongs to a segment, gives us the log-likelihood.  A typical 
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GMM based segmentation for a given image can be seen in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, (a) contains the original image, (b) 
contains the segments given by GMM, and (c) is one of the actual segments sent for CNN testing. This is generated 
based on the segments provided by GMM. Like any other segmentation, GMM also suffers from the problem of 
selection of the number of segments. The most common method used to decide this is by observing the histogram of 
image [14]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. (a) original Image; (b) segmented image; (c) part of the segmented image used for CNN testing. 
3.2.2 Object detection 
In the previous steps, we have trained the CNN to detect four object classes as they are our objects of interest 
(i.e., roof, roofer, guardrail, personal fall arrest system). Segments detected from the previous step of testing (i.e., 
segmentation) are passed individually to this CNN model. Once a segment is passed, we will identify whether it is 
one of our objects of interest. If it matches any of the four objects of interest, we will predict which one it is and 
outputs the object class. Table 2 gives the accuracy statistics of how many images with specific object of interest 
have been accurately classified. Results suggest that CNN performs better with more numbers of layers. Fully 
connected layer is one of the key layers in improving the accuracy. As we have chosen a kernel size of 3×3 for 
convolutional layer, the interdependencies of pixels have been well captured.  
 
  Table 2. Classification accuracy of the trained CNN 
Topology Roof  image accuracy Roofer image accuracy Guardrail image accuracy PFAS image accuracy 
T1 96.67% 93.33% 96.67% 96.67% 
T2 90.00% 93.33% 93.33% 90.00% 
T3 90.00% 86.67% 93.33% 86.67% 
T4 83.33% 80.00% 86.67% 80.00% 
 
It can be observed that by removing a fully connected layer the method reduces the accuracy for roof, guardrail 
and PFAS while the accuracy of roofer is not affected much. This can be observed from the reduction of accuracy 
from T1 to T2. Roofer and PFAS detection are affected by convolutional layer removal, which is observed from T2 
to T3 accuracy drop. Removal of a single conv+pool layer reduces the accuracy for any object class. This can be 
seen with reduction in accuracy from T3 to T4. With the above observations, we can conclude that to get better 
accuracies, roof object requires fully connected layer and conv+pool layer, roofer requires convolutional layer and 
conv+pool layer, and guardrail and PFAS are affected by all layers. So, with the same seven layer topology, we have 
to include those layers that are best suited for an individual object. For example, roof object can have a CNN 
topology of “input – conv+pool – conv+pool – conv+pool – full – full – full – full – output” to get better accuracy, 
based on our observation. This helps us having same seven layer topology (which means having same number of 
parameters), but with better accuracies for all the four objects of interest. Also, having same number of parameters 
means similar execution time.  
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4. Conclusion 
In this paper, we evaluated the CNN method combined with GMM based segmentation for various objects of 
interest detection in roofing construction site images. The described method was proven to be effective with best 
accuracy of 96.67%. This method will be well suited for the detection of construction site objects, which in our case 
are roof, roofer, guardrail and personal fall arrest system. It is observed that object classes such as roof, guardrail 
and PFAS are affected by the removal of a fully connected layer and hence the fully connected layer plays a major 
role in identifying the features of these objects. Similarly, convolutional layer is significant for roofer and PFAS. A 
conv+pool layer is a basic and most important layer to develop critical features for any object of interest. 
Our goal for the research is to automate the process of checking OSHA safety compliance for roof site fall risks. 
If the research is successful, it is very helpful to supplement the manual work done by the compliance officers and 
site safety managers. This research is the initial step towards our goal, we will continue to work on automating the 
measurement of safety performance on roof construction sites. In this paper, four objects of interest in a roof site 
were initially considered for detection in a given image. Detecting these objects by the proposed method will give us 
information whether it is a roof site or not and any possible protective measures exist or not. As an immediate next 
step, we plan to detect correlation between these objects to enable the measurement on whether workers on rooftops 
are wearing safety measures or have a guardrail system in order to be protected. 
However, the work described in this paper has its limitations. One of the major limitations is the test set 
segmentation. The GMM based segmentation takes color and contrast of pixels into consideration for segmenting 
various objects. The images collected in this study are collected with relatively close range of coverage and 
therefore clean. However, if staying far away from the objects of interest, an image shot might involve more various 
objects which will lead to not enough contrast for the segmentation properly. Therefore, we would like to extend our 
method by improving on segmentation and develop a segmentation method in a generic manner. Also, CNN can be 
best trained, when we have a single object in the training image with minimum background noise. So, implementing 
CNN as described in this paper on a huge training set requires a lot of manual work. How to address this becomes 
one of our natural future extension.  
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